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decisions on cannabis retail opt-in/out in Ontario



Background and methodology
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• Recently, the provincial government of Ontario required all Municipal Councils in the province to hold 
votes to decide whether to opt-in (allow) or opt-out (ban) of allowing bricks-and-mortar cannabis 
retail stores in their municipality. The deadline to hold these votes was January 22, 2019.  

• From February 6-11, 2019, Pollara Strategic Insights conducted an Interactive Voice Response 
(IVR) telephone survey of N=2,163 adult Ontarians aged 18 years of age and older about this 
subject. A sample of this size carries a margin of error of + 2.1%, 19 times out of 20. 

• Ontario’s 77 opt-out municipalities account for about 21% of Ontario’s population. The full list of these 
municipalities can be found on the Alcohol & Gaming Commission of Ontario (AGCO) website. In order to 
analyse the results of residents of Ontario’s opt-out municipalities with statistical confidence, we 
oversampled this cohort. Thus, n=642 (+3.9%) of the total sample is comprised of residents of opt-out 
communities, and n=1,521 (+2.5%) of the total sample is comprised of residents of opt-in communities.   

• However, the final dataset was weighted using standard statistical techniques to ensure the gender, age, 
and regional distribution of respondents accurately reflects the actual adult population of Ontario 
according to the most recent Census. Thus, despite oversampling the opt-out cohort, it accurately 
comprises 21% of the final weighted dataset.

https://www.agco.ca/cannabis/list-ontario-municipalities-prohibiting-or-allowing-cannabis-retail-stores
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Cannabis Retail 
Map: Ontario 

• The following 2 slides provide a 
map of Ontario and a map of the 
GTA, with opt-in municipalities and 
opt-out municipalities demarcated 
by colour.



Cannabis Retail 
Map: GTA
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• The GTA map highlights how 
Toronto is almost entirely 
surrounded by a ring of opt-out 
communities. 



Key Findings
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• From a macro perspective, Ontario’s municipal councils have voted according to 
the preferences of their communities regarding the decision on whether to opt-in 
(allow) or opt-out (ban) of allowing bricks-and-mortar cannabis retail stores in their 
municipality.  

• Although councils voted differently on the issue, about half of the residents in opt-in 
municipalities (54%) and opt-out municipalities (53%) approve of their 
respective council’s decision. Just three-in-ten in the opt-in (31%) and opt-out (33%) 
communities disapprove of how their municipal council voted.  

• However, although they approve of opting out and effectively banning cannabis retail 
stores in their community, about half (54%) of residents in opt-out communities 
also support their councils reviewing the experience of opt-in communities 
and holding another vote on the issue in 12-18 months.  Just 30% oppose holding 
a review and another vote, preferring to simply continue with the ban. 



Total
Approve

Total 
Disapprove

57% 33%

59% 30%

48% 44%

Context: Residents of opt-out municipalities are 
notably less likely to approve of cannabis legalization  

6As you may know, the Federal Government recently legalized the recreational sale and use of cannabis - also known as marijuana - in 
Canada. Please indicate if you... Base: Total sample (N=2,163)
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Residents of opt-in municipalities approve of 
their council’s decision to allow cannabis stores
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Starting April 1st, private-sector marijuana retail stores will be allowed to legally open for business in Ontario if they have a license from the Alcohol 
and Gaming Commission. However, every Municipal Government in Ontario recently had to decide whether to allow or ban marijuana retail stores 
from opening within their boundaries.   As you may know, your Municipal Council voted to allow marijuana retail stores.                                             
Do you... Base: Opt-in municipalities only (N=1,521)
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Starting April 1st, private-sector marijuana retail stores will be allowed to legally open for business in Ontario if they have a license from the Alcohol 
and Gaming Commission. However, every Municipal Government in Ontario recently had to decide whether to allow or ban marijuana retail stores 
from opening within their boundaries.   As you may know, your Municipal Council voted to ban marijuana retail stores.                                             
Do you... Base: Opt-out municipalities only (N=642)

Residents of opt-out municipalities approve of 
their council’s decision to ban cannabis stores



Residents of opt-out municipalities support their Council 
reviewing experience of opt-in communities and holding 
another vote about cannabis retail in 12-18 months   
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54%
SUPPORT

30%
OPPOSE 16%

UNSURE

And, 12-18 months from now, would you like your Municipal Council to review the experience of those municipalities that allowed marijuana retail 
stores, and then hold another vote on whether to allow or continue to ban marijuana retail stores in your municipality? Do you support your Council 
conducting this review and holding another vote on this issue, or do you oppose having a review and another vote, and instead prefer to continue with 
the current ban. Base: Opt-out municipalities only (N=642)
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